Suite 127
Churchill Court 3
Crawley
RH10 9LU
020 3997 7979
transform@ithq.pro

Cyber Security Engineer
Crawley, West Sussex, UK - Up to £60,000 (depending on skills) + Benefits
Your new company

We're a vibrant technology solutions provider delivering transformation projects across the
UK. Our excellent reputation has built us a diverse user base that uses our solutions to
engage their customers, inspire their teams and transform their businesses.
Our cyber security solutions are particularly well regarded and, as such, we’re seeking
engineers in this space with operational and technical expertise who will help to deliver a
mature and robust information security solution set.

Your new role
You'll join a team of highly experienced IT professionals and will report directly to our Head
of Services. You'll be tasked with developing new methods and technical solutions to
effectively manage risk and defend against cyber-attacks. You will utilise your technical and
governance knowledge to review and audit existing security processes and deliver our
roadmap for implementing improved practices, policies and technical solutions. You'll
interact with senior stakeholders daily with the unique opportunity to influence strategy
across the entire client base.

What you'll need to succeed

As the successful candidate you'll display a real passion for technology and security. Your
technical background will cover network or infrastructure engineering, including
implementing and maintaining advanced security solutions – particularly the Fortinet
security fabric and cloud security. Your knowledge in this space will be grown extensively in
this role and we will support your development and learning. Knowledge and experience
working with or implementing:
•
•
•
•
•
•

identity & access management
incident detection & response
vulnerability management
perimeter security technologies
endpoint protection solutions
network access control

will be advantageous and you will grow and learn in all these areas and more in this role.
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What you'll get in return
You'll be rewarded with salary of up to £60,000 + benefits and the rare opportunity to work
in a front-line cyber security role, facing unique challenges. You'll be supported by a
closely-knit management team and cutting-edge systems and technology, based in
beautiful offices with on-site parking in Crawley.

What you need to do now
If you're interested in this role, forward an up-to-date copy of your CV, or call us now. If this
job isn't quite right for you but you are looking for a new position, please contact us for a
confidential discussion on your career.
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